
 

 

Komorovice, 15. 3. 2023 

 

Hranipex makes an entry into the furniture fittings market. 

Hranipex, a leading provider of furniture production solutions, is proud to offer a wide and diverse portfolio of 

furniture components to suit any design or functional requirement. With 30 years of experience in the 

industry, Hranipex has established a reputation for quality, innovation, service and reliability in the supply of 

components for furniture  production. Meet the proffesionals at Interzum 2023, hall 6.1, stand A040/B041. 

Hranipex, a consummate professional in its field, has recently expanded its portfolio to include a 

comprehensive range of furniture fittings. This remarkable collection comprises all the commonly used 

systems of furniture fittings and offers comprehensive solutions for equipping furniture with functional 

components. Its portfolio has been thoughtfully divided into 15 distinct categories, each containing an array 

of cutting-edge fittings designed to cater to various needs and preferences. 

Within the fittings category, Hranipex proudly introduces its own brand, RIEX, which boasts years of 

knowledge and expertise in the furniture manufacturing industry. The RIEX brand encompasses a wide 

range of top-of-the-line fittings, each exuding a level of quality and precision that's simply unmatched. But 

that's not all! Hranipex also represents other renowned brands in the field of furniture fittings, thereby giving 

customers access to a vast assortment of options, each meticulously crafted to suit every discerning taste 

and preference. 

Among the 15 categories offered by Hranipex, a few notable ones are Drawer Slides, Hinges & Push-for-

open Mechanisms, Handles, Knobs, Profiles and Hooks, and Furniture Legs, Castors, Glides. 

The Drawer Slides category offers a diverse array of technical solutions that cater to a variety of furniture 

drawer types. With options ranging from concealed and visible drawers to those with differing load capacities 

and opening mechanisms, clients are sure to find a fitting that meets their specific requirements. 

Hinges & Push-for-open Mechanisms, being one of the most critical groups of furniture fittings, features a 

vast selection of hinges tailored for different types of furniture doors and opening systems. Clients can 

choose from a wide range of options to ensure their furniture operates smoothly and efficiently. 

The Handles, Knobs, Profiles, and Hooks category showcases an extensive range of design solutions that 

can help elevate the aesthetic appeal of any furniture piece. Whether clients seek to make a bold statement 

or prefer subtle details, Hranipex has the perfect handle, hook, knob, or profile to suit their needs. 

Finally, the Furniture Legs, Castors and Glides category comprises aesthetically pleasing and functional 

elements made from a diverse range of materials. Clients can choose from various furniture leg types, 

castors, and glides to add a touch of style and functionality to their furniture pieces while elevating their 

interior design. 

As a significant expansion to their portfolio, Hranipex has released a new product catalog containing 

comprehensive technical details and clear product information for each item, offering clients access to 

detailed technical information and a clear overview of each product. 

This comprehensive guide provides a complete and in-depth analysis of the entire product range, including 

unique product photographs that showcase the impressive design and functionality of the products. Clients 

can explore and evaluate their options in detail, helping them make informed decisions that meet their 

individual needs and preferences. 

 



 

 

At Hranipex, we are committed to providing the highest quality of service and unparalleled professionalism to 

all our clients. With the release of our new product catalog, we aim to further elevate our services and 

provide our clients with an even more comprehensive and seamless experience. 

Clients can easily access the catalog and all our products by visiting our online store at www.hranipex.com, 

where they can also benefit from our extensive range of additional services, including expert advice and 

personalized assistance. We are dedicated to ensuring that our clients receive the best possible experience 

and the highest quality of products, making Hranipex the one stop shop choice for all their furniture 

production needs. 

 


